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I Second The Motion - December 18, 2019 

 

I second the motion to make an end run to the Whitehouse and President Trump 

including his personal lawyer. The most knowledgeable team to do this is Larry Kogan of 

the Kogan Law Group, Elaine Willman and Dr. Kate. I understand that Mr. Kogan has 

connections to do this. I am sure there are others.  

In Section 1, Block 1 of my web site page (search “Freedom From Water Takings”) I 

have uploaded my letter of 12-3-2019 form emailed to Senators Daines, McConnell, 

Hoeven, Congressman Gianforte and President Trump. This was at the request of Dr. 

Kate sent out titled “Urgent: Is Daines Planning to Attach CSKT Compact to a “Must 

Pass” Spending and Military Bill?” I also uploaded Senator Daines canned reply. How 

many Montana’s wrote or called I wonder? Please read my 3 page letter. 

Water Takings are unimaginable problems in America. You can scan the documentation 

on my site with a search “Freedom From Water Takings”.  Elaine Willman has well 

documented how the tribes are being used to roll up private property and natural 

resources in America in her books.  

The globalist, benefiting NGO’s, governments (global to local) plus big banking interests 

with a heavy dash of apathy and ignorance are behind these stealth takings. Even the 

Whitehouse has not been told the truth regarding the CSKT.  A delegation to the 

Whitehouse needs to be funded ASAP.  Where are the 65 Montana Representatives and 

Senators who opposed this CSKT compact? 

The State Bill passage process is a large part of the problem too. See Block 16 in 

“Freedom From Water Takings”. Legislation is not vetted with the state AND U.S. 

constitutions as well as the individual state registered voters BEFORE they are passed. 

Consequently, we the true and honest registered voters are under constant defense. 

Montana Senate bill 262 designed to take the water rights of some 97% of the Citizens in 

Montana was passed by 68% of the Senate with 32 Yeas and 18 Nays. The House voted 

53% Yeas and 47% Nays. Do these people really represent us? There is too much power 

in the hands of too few people.  

The Tribes are being subsidized with $18 some billon, plus or minus, of tax taking and 

fiat money creating funding to intentionally roll up our private and public land, water and 

natural resources. In addition, the feds passed the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (1988) 

to placate them further to be used as laundry agents. The northwest tribes only represent 

3% of the 4 Northwest states or 6.6% for Montana. How can this be? There is more going 
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on here than most Montana minds can believe.  This is exactly how these takings are 

seeded across our land fertilized by political BS. 

We must become Super Activist’s or we will surely die a slow death by a thousand 

takings in an exponential decreasing period of time.  There are those who desire your 

private and public land, water and natural resources far more than you could ever 

conceive.  This is their advantage.  We cannot imagine this is so. 

The above are stereotypical Bills of Attainder which are “legislative acts, no matter 
what their form, that applies either to named individuals or to easily ascertainable 
member of a group in such a way as to inflict punishment on them without a judicial 
trial.”   Black’s Law Dictionary, Fifth Edition, See Block 9 - Taking Montana w/ 9 Bills. 

 The Constitution of the United States, Article I, Section 9, Para. 3 provide that: 
“No Bill of Attainder or ex post facto Law will be passed.” 

This process of encroachment of our turf is also called Eugenics which is the 
transforming of Americans into insects or colonies.  Check it out on Section 43 in the 
search of “Freedom From De Facto Laws”.  Research it yourself. 

What we cannot believe even when we hear it and refuse to believe when we do goes 
against our most personal instinctual, intellectual and common sense belief systems is 
a reality most refuse to embrace.  All while we are spun into apathy and defiance of 
the TRUTH.  We are all caught in a lie which the majority of Montanan’s believe. The 
truth takes second place.  We are all forced to live a lie based on a successfully 
indoctrinated majority.  This is called a democracy NOT a REPUBLIC. 

Why are the pro CSKT political and tribal parties better organized than the opposition? 
Where are the leaders to rally us and fund a public awareness campaign and send a 
delegation to the Whitehouse? 

Jack Venrick 
Rollins, Montana 
www.freedomforallseasons.org 

 

“Treat all men alike, Give them the same laws.”  Chief Joseph 


